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Abstract - While the number of mobile applications are rapidly growing, these applications are often coming with numerous security flaws due to the lack of appropriate coding practices. Security issues must be addressed earlier in the development lifecycle rather than fixing them after the attacks because the damage might already be extensive. Early elimination of possible security vulnerabilities will help us increase the security of our software and mitigate or reduce the potential damages through data losses or service disruptions caused by malicious attacks. However, many software developers lack necessary security knowledge and skills required at the development stage, and Secure Mobile Software Development (SMSD) is not yet well represented in academia and industry. In this paper, we present a static analysis-based security analysis approach through design and implementation of a plugin for Android Development Studio, namely DroidPatrol. The proposed plugins can support developers by providing list of potential vulnerabilities early.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increased demands of mobile applications in recent years, we have also witnessed numerous major cyber-attacks, resulting in stolen personal credit card numbers, leakage of classified information vital for national defense, industrial espionage resulting in major financial losses, and many more consequences. Hackers have managed to make secure computing a more difficult task. Therefore, there is a greater need for not only including the concept of cybersecurity but also the secure software development in the training of computer science, information technology, and related field professionals. The rapid growth of mobile computing also results in a shortage of professionals for mobile software development, especially for Secure Mobile Software Development (SMSD) professionals, and insufficient tool support to develop secure mobile applications [12, 13, 14].

If all or most of the possible vulnerabilities can be addressed and fixed for a mobile software during its development phase, the potential attack space will be minimized. Many open source static Java code analysis tools help developers to maintain and clean up the code through the analysis performed without actually executing the code such as Eclipse IDE [15], IntelliJ IDE [16], and FindBugs Plugin [17]. These tools focus on finding probable bugs such as inconsistencies, helping improve the code structure, conform source code to guidelines, and provide quick fixes. The security vulnerability checking is not their major task.

Source code analysis tools, also referred to as Static Application Security Testing (SAST) Tools, are designed to analyze source code and to help to find security flaws with a high confidence that what's found is indeed a flaw (readers can see the survey [8] for list of exhaustive state-of-the-art tools). However, there is no tool that can just automatically finds all flaws and can guarantee all detecting are positive or never miss any potential flaws [18]. Currently, there is no tool available that would allow mobile application developers to analyze their project source code for detecting security flaws within the development environment (e.g., Android Development Studio).

In this paper, we design and implement DroidPatrol, a plugin to be integrated with the Android Development Studio to perform tainted data flow–based static analysis. DroidPatrol allows developers to specify a list of sources and sinks and enable them to see the possible paths within the source code and suggestion of corresponding fixes.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III provides overview of tainted data flow analysis, followed by the design of DroidPatrol. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Background on Static anlaysis

Static program analysis generally involves an automated tool that takes as input the source code (or object code in some cases) of a program, examines this code without executing it, and yields results by checking the code structure, the sequences of statements, and how variable values are processed throughout the different
function calls. The main advantage of static analysis is that all the code is analyzed [8]. This differs from dynamic analysis where portions of code could only be executed under some specific conditions that could never be met during the analysis phase. A typical static analysis process starts by representing the analyzed app code to some abstract models (e.g., call graph, control-flow graph, or UML class/sequence diagram) based on the purpose of analysis.

A control-flow analysis is a technique to show how hierarchical flow of control within a given program are sequenced, making all possible execution paths of a program analyzable [8]. A data-flow analysis [31] is a technique to compute at every point in a program a set of possible values. This set of values depends on the kind of problem that has to be solved using data-flow analysis. The analysis allows us to identify the set of definitions reachable at every program point. A program usually starts with a single entry point. A quick inspection of the main entry method’s code can list the method(s) that it calls. Then, iterating this process on the code of the called methods leads to the construction of a directed graph, commonly known as the call graph in program analysis. Our work relies on the call graph generated by Soot analyzer [5], which is a popular tool also used by others.

### B. Related work

Below, we discuss a number of commonly available tools for static and dynamic analysis of android applications. None of them allows developers to integrate the tool in Android Development Studio to streamline the identification of common Android Security bugs and fix them early. Readers are suggested to see the detailed survey [8] for other available tools for statically analyzing Android Applications for security bug identification.

FlowDroid is an open source Java based static analysis tool that can be used to analyze Android applications for potential data leakage. FlowDroid is a context, object sensitive, field, flow, and static taint analysis tool that specifically models the full Android lifecycle with high precision and recall [23]. The tool can detect and analyze data flows, specifically an Android application’s bytecode, and configuration files, to find any possible privacy vulnerabilities, also known as data leakage [24]. It is not intended to analyze malware [19]. However, it cannot find common security bugs in Android such as SQL Injection, output encoding, Intent leakage, and lack of secure communication.

Cuckoo is a widely used malware analysis tool based on dynamic analysis (i.e., it runs an application under test in a controlled emulator). It is capable of methodically examining multiple variants of Android malware applications through controlled execution into virtual machines that monitor the behaviors of the applications [21]. It comprises a host that is responsible for the sample execution and the analysis in which the guests run. When the host has to launch a new analysis, it chooses the guests and uploads that sample as well as the other components that are required by the guest to function [20]. Once the analysis has completed, the analyzer refers the results of the analysis to the ResultServer, which in turn will implement whichever processing modules are configured (the modules used to populate the product of the analysis, the report) and produce the report [22].

Yanick et al. [11] detected logic bombs in Android applications using a number of static analysis tools, including FlowDroid, Kirin, TriggerScope, and DroidAPIMiner. A logic bomb is an unauthorized software that changes the output of the Android application or does applications actions that are not intended. Among the other analysis tools, FlowDroid had the highest false positive percentage, and second lowest false negative percentage.

The DroidSafe project [9] developed effective program analysis techniques and tools to uncover malicious code in Android mobile applications. The core of the system is a static information flow analysis that reports the context under which sensitive information is used. For example, Application A has the potential to send location information to network address. DroidSafe reports potential leaks of sensitive information in Android applications. It still suffers from imprecision due to 1) unacceptable numbers of false positive alarms, and 2) the use of unsound techniques that may leave errors uncovered.

Many other efforts have been made to enhance the secure software development in recent years. Application Security IDE (ASIDE) plug-in for Eclipse can warn programmers of potential vulnerabilities in their code and assists them in addressing these vulnerabilities. The tool is designed to improve awareness and understanding of security vulnerabilities and to increase utilization of secure programming practices. ASIDE addresses input validation vulnerabilities, output encoding, authentication and authorization, and several race condition vulnerabilities [1-3]. However, it cannot identify Android specific security flaws. Further, ASIDE only works in the Java Eclipse IDE and cannot support Android Development Studio.

Android has a complex communication system for sharing and sending data in both inter and intra applications. Simple static analysis usually cannot satisfy further requirement. Malicious applications may take advantage of built-in feature (e.g., Intent object broadcast by victim applications can be intercepted by a malware running on the same device) to avoid detection. Recently many tools are developed to perform taint-based static analysis checking, like Findbugs and DidFail [10]. They are not capable of detecting all known Android security bugs based on OWASP guidelines [7]. Detection of potential taint flows can be used to protect sensitive data, identify leaky apps, and identify malware.

### III. DROIDPATROL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

DroidPatrol (see Figure 1) is designed based on Soot [5] and Jimple [4]. Soot is one of the most used static analyzers for Java-based applications. Android application is based on Java, so we used some basic concept and static analysis library APIs of Soot. Apart from Soot, DroidPatrol requires an input application file (e.g., app-debug.apk),
dependent libraries (e.g., android.jar) and a list of sources and sinks (e.g., SourceAndSink.txt) file to perform the flow analysis. It first decompiles the input apk file followed by generating and analyzing call graphs (between method definition and method call locations) to find out possible data leakages.

![Figure 1: Architecture of DroidPatrol](image)

**A. Scope of DroidPatrol**

DroidPatrol plugin is intended to identify Android security bugs based on the on most current OWASP 2017 mobile top 10 mobile security risks [7] for the category of SQL injection, unintended data leakage, insecure communication, insecure data storage vulnerability detectors. Table 1 shows examples of data flow leakage, list of sources and sinks for extraneous functionality, improper platform usage, insecure data storage, insecure communication, and insecure authorization. DroidPatrol can recognize SQL injection vulnerability and data leakage in mobile applications, which may face the threat of potential malicious code injection, and then issue a warning on the code line. Following the provided options, developers can enforce a new secure statement to replace the insecure statement. A built package can also be loaded into the Android Studio IDE, which will result in parsing Android java source code, identifying specific API calls, warning potential vulnerabilities, recommending code statements for replacement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example of Flow Detector</th>
<th>Source (example)</th>
<th>Sink (example)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extraneous Functionality</td>
<td>Bundle class and Intent class</td>
<td>Log class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper Platform Usage</td>
<td>View class</td>
<td>HTTP class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure Data Storage</td>
<td>SQLite database class, Shared Preferences class</td>
<td>Rest API, SmsManager class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure Communication</td>
<td>Intent, Bundle class</td>
<td>Broadcast class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure Authorization</td>
<td>EditText class</td>
<td>Backend Rest Api, SmsManager class</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For many Android security vulnerabilities and flaws on the top 10 mobile risks by OWASP and other new identified unlisted flaws we need to develop our own customized detectors. A practical challenge in static analysis is to control the rate of false alarms while not missing any (potentially dangerous) behaviors of applications. This is especially significant due to a number of features of Android.

First, Android is an event-based system. The control flow is driven by events from an application environment that can trigger various method calls. How to capture all the possible control flow paths in this open and reactive system while not introducing too many spurious paths (false alarms) is a significant challenge.

Second, the Android runtime consists of a large base of library code that an app depends upon. The event-driven nature makes a large portion of the control-flow involve the Android library. While fully analyzing the whole library code could improve the analysis' faithfulness, it may also be prohibitively expensive (or imprecise).

Third, Android is a component-based system and makes extensive use of inter-component communication (ICC). For example, a component can send an Intent to another component. The target of an Intent could be specified explicitly in the Intent or be implicit and decided at runtime. Both control and data can flow through the ICC mechanism from one component to another. Capturing all ICC flows accurately is a major challenge in static analysis. Before we discuss our design (in section C) addressed these challenges, we provide a working example of SQL Injection detection using DroidPatrol in the next section.

**B. An Example Application – Data Leak Detection with DroidPatrol**

SQL injection is a common security vulnerability in mobile applications leading to data leakage. It works by adding user supplied data to a query string which leads to the alteration of SQL queries leading hackers to access to unauthorized data and bypassing logins. SQL Injection is usually used to attack Web Views or a web service. However, it can also be used to attack Activities in Android applications.

Consider the code segment in Figure 2. Here, a SELECT query is formed with user provided user id (uid) and password (pwd) variables in the method isValidUser().
The input is obtained from **username** and **password** text boxes (which we mark as source) in the `onCreate()` method. After the query runs, the output is the name and grade, which are displayed by setting as text to textboxes (data sink) in the `isValidUser()` method.

```java
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState){
    super.onCreate(savedInstanceState)
    setContentView(R.layout.activity_main);
    username = findViewById(R.id.textView1); // source
    password = findViewById(R.id.textView1); // source
}

public boolean isValidUser(){
    String qry = "select name, grade from users where user_id= '" + uid + "' and password = '" + pwd + "';";
    SQLiteDatabase db;
    ... ... ... ...
    Cursor c = db.rawQuery (qry, null );
    name.setText(c.getString(columindex1)); //sink
    grade.setText(c.getString(columnindex2)); //sink
    return c.getCount() != 0;
}
```

**Figure 2: Example of vulnerable code**

Assume, user id is “jdoe”, pwd is “secret”. Then, the `qry` is `select * from users where password= 'jdoe' and pwd = 'secret'`. Since, the input is not filtered, an attacker can exploit the application by providing malicious inputs for uid value as `' or 1=1 – `, whereas pwd value as blank. The `qry` would be `select * from users where password='' or 1=1 ` `-- 'and pwd='`. The `--` symbol means comment by query engine. Thus, the query is changed to `select * from users where password='' or 1=1`. This query will be evaluated as true and select all information (name and grade) from the table users as opposed to one entry matching with the `uid` and `pwd`. This way, an attacker can bypass authentication.

To determine the tainted data flow from every possible point of a program, dataflow analysis can be used. Data flow analysis works on a fixed abstraction and the outcomes are often a) flat to symbolic over-approximation, and b) do not show instance of traces defining paths from the origin to sinks for a given vulnerability [6].

We first define the sources and the sinks (see Figure 3). Source means location where input data may be obtained from external inputs such as a user or database query. For example, in Figure 3, the source is defined as database Cursor object. This object allows a program to retrieve data. Data obtained from source can be transferred to a third party via SMS messaging. In Android, to send an SMS message, SmsManager object can be used which subsequently requires SEND_SMS permission to be listed in the manifest file. Figure 2 shows both SmsManager class and SEND_SMS permission listed in the sink list. A developer can include other possible sources and sinks based on secure programming practices and OWASP guidelines. This allows the flexibility to not only detecting new security bugs, but also reducing false positive warning.

The tool provides us a list of dataflow where information flow between sources and sinks are displayed in the log output of the Android IDE (Figure 4).

**Figure 3: Source and sink definition**

**Figure 4: A sample result from DroidPatrol analysis**

We show an example of highlighted code segment in the project source code when enabling the DroidPatrol. Moving the cursor on the highlighted method calls provide suggestions to fix the code for input validation before reaching to the sinks. Figure 5 shows that DroidPatrol detects code fragment related to data leak. It also shows the summarized output of the data flow analysis. It provides a list of possible sinks of the data then looks for possible source for each sink.

**Figure 5: A Sample screenshot of DroidPatrol plugin highlighting vulnerable code**

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Currently, there is no available plugins for Android Development Studio that can be integrated for static data
flow analysis. In this paper, we developed a plugin tool named DroidPatrol. We plan to make the tool open source for public use in the near future. The plugin can perform tainted data flow analysis of application as developers implement mobile applications and wish to detect various security bugs leading to privacy and data leaks based on OWASP guidelines. Our tool can highlight the code that should be paid attention for removing bugs. The plugin is lightweight as it integrates seamlessly with Android Studio without intensively consuming more system resources.
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